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Split bills, add tips, and calculate exchange rates with Globe Tipper
Published on 12/21/11
Houston-based Vapssky Technologies today introduces Globe Tipper 1.0, their new travel app
for iOS. Globe Tipper provides tipping and exchange rate data in one handy package. It is
a multipurpose travel tool that allows users to split bills, check worldwide tipping
customs, & calculate currency exchanges. Globe Tipper can divide restaurant bills evenly
or by item, and additional options allow users to allocate shared items among groups & to
adjust an individual party's contribution to the meal.
Houston, Texas - Vapssky Technologies, an established mobile application and games
developer, has today announced the launch of Globe Tipper in the Apple App Store.
Compatible with the iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch, Globe Tipper is a multipurpose travel
tool that allows users to split bills, check worldwide tipping customs, and calculate
currency exchanges. Globe Tipper is currently available for download in the Apple App
Store for $0.99 in the Travel category.
Travelers on-the-move need information at their fingertips, and Globe Tipper provides
tipping and exchange rate data in one handy package. Globe Tipper has recommendations on
how much to tip waitstaff and bellhops in 70 of the world's most frequently visited
countries, so globetrotters never have to wonder whether they're offending the locals or
getting taken for a ride.
Furthermore, Globe Tipper has access to every internationally-recognized currency in the
world, and users can create personal lists of the currencies most relevant to them. Every
time that Globe Tipper is opened while the user's device is connected to the internet,
Globe Tipper updates the user's exchange rates from Yahoo! Finance. This update takes
place in the background and ensures that users have the most up-to-date information while
enjoying fast, delay-free service on their iOS devices.
While Globe Tipper is great for travel, many users will get the most out of this app in
their hometowns. Globe Tipper's tip calculator allows users to determine restaurant tips
based on the tip percentage of their choosing, and this app's bill split functions divide
restaurant bills with as much simplicity or sophistication as users desire. Globe Tipper
can divide restaurant bills evenly or by item, and additional options allow users to
allocate shared items among groups and to adjust an individual party's contribution to the
meal.
All in all, Globe Tipper is indispensable for people who find themselves out and about,
whether overseas or around town. Globe Tipper's bill splitting, tip calculation, and
exchange rate functions make short work of tasks that bedevil even the savviest diners and
travelers.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad
* Requires iOS 4.0 or later
* 7.0 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Globe Tipper 1.0 is only $0.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies) and
available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Travel category.
Vapssky Technologies:
http://www.vapssky.com/
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Globe Tipper 1.0:
http://itunes.apple.com/app/globe-tipper-tip-calculator/id489799160
Screenshot:
http://a1.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple/fa/0f/db/mzl.aboquorp.320x480-75.jpg
App Icon:
http://a3.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple/3c/82/7c/mzl.lgnybuiz.175x175-75.jpg

Vapssky Technologies, headquartered in Houston, Texas, is a mobile application development
studio creating productive, attractive, and user-friendly mobile applications. Pioneering
the mobile application development field, the company is currently working on innovative
mobile products to enhance the user experience. Copyright (C) 2011 Vapssky Technologies.
All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered
trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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